Notes about learning and teaching this section’s **Teaching Tips and Materials:**

1. **Filling the Tool Bag:** This is a series of teaching tips and strategies for teaching EBM that have been compiled from our collective teaching experiences, i.e., from the successes and failures of experienced EBM educators in Canada and the U.S. In addition to the actual tool-bag table is an article entitled “EBM Package Writer Suggestions” which outlines helpful hints on how to select articles and craft EBM sessions aimed at educators who wish to **write and teach** EBM sessions or workshops.

2. **Ridicularium Exemplario:** This is a teaching strategy that can help learners when you or they get ‘stuck’ in the details.

3. **Critical Appraisal Sheets:** This “teaching tips” section also includes an extra, blank set of critical appraisal sheets for all of the topics covered (for use in the future and for copying, etc.). In addition, you will also find critical appraisal sheets for future use with topics not covered at this year’s conference.

4. **Curriculum Planner Workbook for Residency Training:** This workbook addresses the particular needs and objectives of residency education although most of the principles, guidelines, and strategies presented here are applicable in almost any teaching situation.
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